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Throughout this convention I experienced Prayer, Fellowship, Resolution Discussions,
Business Meetings, Eucharistic Celebrations and Guest Speakers. The Catholic Women's League 
of Canada membership is approximately 88,000 with Ontario membership of 47,546 across 541 
Ontario councils.  We heard reports how the  sisters of the League worked together supporting 
our National theme of One Heart, One Voice, One Mission.  

In listening to the three guest speakers ~ Josephine Lombardi, Moira McQueen and
Carol Mullins I was both informed and inspired with spoken phrases such as..............
“Do the possible in your life, God will look after your impossible”.
“To be merciful is to love and forgive whether someone deserves it or not”.
“Hospice Palliative Care is whole person care that has no content of assisted death”.
I made note of many more meaningful phrases, these were just a few.

The five proposed resolutions that were presented and discussed at the resolutions 
dialogue were all approved with minor changes at this Provincial level.  The next step to be taken
is to present them at the National Convention for discussion and hopeful approval.
ON.15.01Ban Products Containing Plastic Micro Beads
ON.15.02 Ban the Use of Neonicotinoid Pesticides
ON.15.03 Mandatory Police Vulnerable Sector Check Screening, Training and Supervision
ON.15.04 Reinstatement of the Mandatory Long-Form Census Legislation

The Eucharistic Celebrations were just that, joyful Celebrations of our Faith to God.  The 
presence of Bishop Bergie and Bishop Colli added to the holiness of the masses.  So many clergy 
were present and assisting at the masses, taking time to be with us and offering their support to
the League.  The choirs and musical instruments sounded spectacular for so few participants, 
at times symphonic.

The convention wrap-up tugged at my heart strings as we were thanking Betty Colaneri
for her two years of dedication and hard work as our CWL Provincial President.  The presidential
gavel was passed on to Pauline Krupa our new Provincial President.  All it takes is one to make
a difference and Betty did.  The elections ran smoothly and a new Ontario Executive Council was 
elected and presented to those in attendance.

The host committee of St. Catherines Diocese were exemplary in every way.  Smiles were
obviously part of their dress code.

I take this opportunity to thank the Peterborough Diocese for their support.

Respectfully submitted
Donna Moore
Peterborough Diocese Education and Health Chair


